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 Changes in Release Version 1.4.1 

 Important Note in General 

Self-Management: There is an open issue if Google Chrome 76 and 77 is in use. There is a display 

error, if the economic operator uses the address search to enter an address. To prevent this issue, 

enter the address manually without using the address search. 

There are several fixed bugs in GUI and API. 

 Export data to CSV 

Self-Management: Economic operator is able to export all registered as well as already unregistered  
- Facilities 
- Machines 

- Managed Retailers 

- Facilities of corresponding Managed Retailer 

 Restriction of address to Germany – Country code DE is fix 

Onboarding: Economic operators of type “Other” can only register with German address.  

 

Self-Management: Economic operators of type “Other” can only register facilities and managed 

retailers as well as corresponding facilities with German address. 

 Search function 

Self-Management: The Economic operator is able to search in GUI for  
- Facilities 
- Machines 
- Managed Retailers 

 VAT/TIN validation 

Self-Management: Emails about wrong validation result are not sent to managed retailer anymore. 

Only the registering economic operator gets the validation emails. 

 

The VAT/TIN validation is only executed, if VAT or TIN was changed. If any other data were changed, 

the VAT/TIN validation is not done. Further, the VAT/TIN validation email now contains the affected 

Economic operator ID (EOID) in the subject line. 

 Allow TP_ID and TP_PN for intended market Non-EU 

Self-Management: Orders with intended market Non-EU can be placed with TP_ID and TP_PN as 

optional fields via GUI and API.  

 Own purchase order number 

The economic operator is able to provide an own purchase order number for upUI orders via GUI 

and API. This field is optional and has a maximum length of 23 characters. 

 Current API specification version 1.0.9 

There is a new version of the API specification available.  


